# Event Schedule

## Fall Immersion Experience 2021

### Thursday, November 4

10:30 to 11:00 AM  
Check In at Hotel

11:30 AM  
Welcome at Scott Residence Hall Dining Area  
(*Hina Agarwal, Dr. Deepak Khazanchi*)

12:00 to 1:00 PM  
UNO IS&T Alumni Panel & Lunch  
(*Alisa Morton, Kate Larsen, Emily Pachunka, Morgan Haworth*)

1:30 to 4:30 PM  
Werner Tour  
Load buses at 1 in front of Scott Conference Center

5:30 to 6:30 PM  
Dinner in North Dining Room

6:45 to 8:30 PM  
Game Night  
(*Grace Maline & Kaitlyn Bayse*)

9:00 PM  
Curfew • Room Checks

### WiFi Information

Network: NU-Guest  
Username: CodeCrushFall2021  
Password: CCFall2021

### Friday, November 5

8:00 to 9:25 AM  
Student Session in PKI 279  
Sphero Robots  
(*Interpublic Group*)

8:00 to 9:25 AM  
Teacher Session in PKI 155  
"Data Driven Decision Making In Education - how to use data to improve your life and teaching"  
(*Dr. Michelle Friend, UNO College of Education*)

9:30 to 10:50 AM  
Student Session in PKI 279  
Graphic Design  
(*Tara Maher & Payden Dyer, Mystery Code Society*)

9:30 to 10:50 AM  
Teacher Session in PKI 155  
AI in your classroom  
(*Anoop Mishra, UNO IS&T*)

11:30 AM to 2:00 PM  
Aviture Tour, Lunch & Lightning Talks  
Load buses at 11 in front of PKI

2:30 to 5:00 PM  
Campus Tour & HPER Activities

5:30 to 6:30 PM  
Dinner in North Dining Room

6:45 to 8:30 PM  
Movie Night  
(*Lauren Bartelsen & Andrea Kort*)

9:00 PM  
Curfew • Room Checks

### Saturday, November 6

8:00 to 10:00 AM  
Student Session in PKI 158  
Introduction to Bioinformatics  
(*Dr. Kate Cooper, UNO IS&T*)

8:00 to 10:00 AM  
Teacher Session in Steal 2 Lab Cybersecurity  
(*Dr. Sayonnya Mandal, UNO IS&T*)

10:15 to 2:15 PM  
Student Workshop in Steal 2 Lab Cybersecurity  
(*Dr. Sayonnya Mandal, UNO IS&T*)

10:15 to 12:15 PM  
Teacher Session in PKI 158  
Working with JewelKits  
(*Abby Langner, UNO IS&T Alum*)

12:30 to 2:00 PM  
Lunch at Inner Rail

2:30 to 5:45 PM  
Explore Henry Doorly Zoo  
Private Desert Dome at 5  
Load buses at Hotel

6:00 to 8:00 PM  
Closing Ceremonies  
Henry Doorly Zoo TreeTopS Restaurant

**Keynote Speaker**  
Shonna Dorsey  
(*UNO IS&T Alum and Information Services Manager, Mutual of Omaha*)